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The effect of muscle mechanics on human movement outcomes as reveale by computer. simulation James J. Dowling McMaster Unioersity, Hamilton, Canada



Abstract Dowling, J.J., 1992. The effect of muscle mechanics by computer simulation. Human Movement Science



on human movement 11, 273-297.



outcomes



as revealed



Computer simulations were performed using a model of the human elbow joint as controlled by a single equivalent flexor muscle. The mechanical output of the muscle was determined from a user-specified neural drive according to the force-time, force-length, and force-velocity relations. The model allowed no storage of mechanical energy and no potentiation via the stretch reflex. The effects of different activation patterns as well as initial kinematic conditions on the maximum final velocity were examined. The results revealed a very nonlinear dependence of final velocity on both initial joint angle and angular velocity. Contrary to the principles of particle physics, it could be shown that an activation pattern that reached a maximum early in the movement achieved shorter movement times and, quite often, higher final velocities than an activation pattern that reached a maximum later in the movement. It was also found that by taking advantage of the nonlinear force-time, force-length and force-velocity relations, higher final velocities could be achieved if the muscle contracted from a previously stretch state with the absence of stored elastic energy. It was also found that with the same neural drive, the final velocities that could be achieved when the muscle was first required to absorb large amounts of energy in an eccentric contraction were similar to the final velocities that could be achieved when no negative work needed to be performed.



Introduction



Hochmuth and Marhold (1977) have stated that a movement with an acceleration pattern that rises to a peak very quickly and then decays less rapidly is a characteristic of a short movement time but not Correspondence too:J.J. Dowling, ton, Ontario, Canada L8S 4Kl.
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a high final velocity. Conversely, a movement that has an acceleration pattern that rises less quickly to the same peak and then falls off rapidly is a characteristic of a movement with a high final velocity but not as short a movement time over a given distance. In general terms, this principle may best be illustrated using an example of a biphasic constant jerk. In this model, the acceleration starts at zero and linearly increases to a given maximum at time (7). The acceleration then linearly decreases to zero at time (7’). If the distance remains constant, and the body starts at rest, the acceleration pattern that reaches the maximum value early will have a shorter movement time (T) but a lower final velocity than an acceleration pattern that reaches the same maximum later in the movement. The equations of this model are described in the Appendix and an example is shown in fig. 1. These are provocative principles for human movement because many tasks can be classified as either requiring a maximum final velocity (i.e. shot put, high jump, etc.) or a minimum movement time (i.e. boxing punch). In situations where inertia is constant, the acceleration patterns are also those of the forces that need to be exerted and these patterns can be incorporated into the training protocol of practitioners who seek to enhance performance in these types of movement. While these principles of mechanics are undeniable, two clarifications must be made before they can be fully understandable as biomechanical principles. The first clarification is that while both acceleration patterns have the same peak and therefore require the same magnitude of force, a muscle with the strength capable of generating the peak force is not necessarily capable of achieving both movement patterns. Fig. 2 shows the force functions derived from two acceleration patterns using the constant jerk model and assuming a constant inertia of 10 kg. The impression that many practitioners have of these principles is that if a muscle is capable of generating the force then it is simply a matter of choosing the appropriate activation pattern to achieve both movements. An activation pattern that reaches its maximum early in the movement would be assumed to cause a short movement time or the same muscle with an activation that reaches its maximum late in the movement would cause a high final velocity. It can be seen from the instantaneous power (product of force and velocity) that the movement that achieves the higher final velocity also required the capabil-
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(s)



Fig. 1. Kinematics of a particle according to the acceleration functions given by the constant jerk model using two different times to reach maximum acceleration (solid line; 7 = 0.25 s) and (+ - + - + ; 7 = 0.75 s). Note that the acceleration pattern that reached the maximum first has a shorter movement time and a lower final velocity.
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Time Fig. 2. Kinetics of a particle according 10 kg. Note the greater instantaneous
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to the two acceleration functions in fig. 1 given a mass of power required of the acceleration pattern that achieved



the maximum



value late in the movement.
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ity of generating a much larger peak power. This notion is supported by data on the vertical jump which found that the peak instantaneous power was very highly correlated with take-off velocity but peak force was only weakly correlated (Dowling and Vamos 1991). Training that enhances the force generating capacity of muscle at slow speeds does not necessarily enhance force generating capacity at higher speeds (see Sale and MacDougall, 1981, for review). The second clarification and the major focus of this paper is that depending on the mechanical state of the muscle, very different movement outcomes in terms of movement time and final velocity are achieved with the same activation pattern. The amount of force generated by a muscle is related in a nonlinear manner to the length of the muscle and the velocity of muscle shortening or lengthening. It is, therefore, unclear if a muscle activation pattern that reaches a peak early in the movement will always characterize a movement of short duration and if a later peak will always characterize a high final velocity. Experiments performed on human subjects are often unable to control and quantify neural and mechanical variables well enough to clearly identify the reasons for the performance enhancement. In repeated voluntary contractions it is not possible to ensure that the neural activation of the many muscles involved remains the same in amplitude, timing and pattern. It is also not possible to control muscle contractile component lengths and velocities by standardizing joint angular kinematics due to the effects of series elasticity (Hof and Van Den Berg 19811. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect that different initial muscle lengths and velocities had on the movement outcomes via a computer simulation. In particular, two activation patterns were investigated in terms of movement time and final velocity. It was hypothesized that the principles of maximizing final velocity and minimizing movement time would not be as straight forward when complicated by the nonlinear mechanical response of muscle.



Methodology



In previous work, a computer model was developed and validated on human subjects for various elbow flexion and extension tasks
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(Dowling and Norman 1988). The model combined the measurements of electromyography with the joint kinematics and fundamental elements of muscle mechanics (force-length, force-velocity, series elasticity) to predict active individual muscle forces crossing the elbow joint. The forces were then combined with an anatomical model and passive elements and finally validated with measured net joint moments of force during voluntary static and dynamic contractions. A simplification of the earlier model was used for this study in which a single equivalent elbow flexor was used and the moment arm was fixed at 3 cm regardless of joint angle. There was no antagonist muscle and the movements were considered to act in the horizontal plane so that gravity was not a factor. The net moment of force or elbow torque was a consequence of the active muscle torque of the equivalent flexor only. The muscle moment was determined from the activation of the muscle and the modulating effects of the force-velocity (F-V) and force-length (F-L) relations. Muscle activation was calculated using the Laplace transform transfer function, H(s), from a bang-bang neural drive. The user selected neural drive consisted of ten 60 ms segments each of which could have an amplitude of 0,25,50, or 100%. H(s) is the transfer function of a critically damped, second-order system with a time constant of 0.06 s. A pure delay of 0.01 s was used to simulate the electro-mechanical delay (Norman and Komi 1979). The gain (K) was chosen such that a neural drive of 100% was calibrated to be equal to 100 Nm meaning that the maximum isometric elbow moment at the optimum muscle length was 100 Nm. H(s)



= K(s + l/T,)-*,



(1)



where: K - gain, q - time constant. This transfer function reaches a peak in the impulse response after 60 ms. Previous investigators who have used critically damped transfer functions have used time constants of 0.05 s and 0.04 s for the biceps (Patla et al. 1982; Winter 1976, respectively). Other investigators have used overdamped second-order functions with time constants of 0.038 for the biceps (Crochetiere et al., 1967), 0.105 s for the soleus (Gottlieb and Agarwal 1971) and 0.1 s for the triceps (Crosby 1978).
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Time (seconds)



Fig. 3. Examples of muscle activations (smooth lines) after convolution of various neural (rectangular lines) with the Laplace transfer function given by eq. (1).



drives



Coggshall and Bekey (1970) found the time constants to vary considerably between subjects when the triceps were examined. In comparison with experimental data, the bang-bang neural drive is analogous to full-wave rectified EMG and the transfer function is analogous to a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 2.6 Hz. Fig. 3 shows examples of user-specified neural drives (rectangular lines) and the resulting activations or isometric muscle moments at optimum length. The actual moment produced by a muscle is not simply a consequence of the activation. Muscle generates different forces at different lengths and at different velocities of shortening and lengthening (see fig. 4). The classic force-velocity (F-P’) relationship for shortening muscle is based on the work of Hill (1938) and the classic force-length (F-L) relationship is based on the work of Gordon et al. (1966). In this study, a dimensionless moment-angular velocity relation
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relationships based on the force-velocity (b) relations of skeletal muscle.



(a) and force-length



has been adapted from Hill’s original equation based on the modelling results of Dowling and Norman (1988) to simulate both shortening and lengthening velocity effects on muscle moment at the elbow (see eq. (2)). The isometric condition is represented as zero velocity in fig. 4a and is associated with the modulation factor (VFAC) of 1.0. This modulating factor decreases hyperbolically as the shortening velocity increases (V> 0) and increases hyperbolically as the lengthening velocity increases (V< 0). Shortening velocities greater than 12 rad/s are associated with a constant modulating factor of zero and lengthening velocities greater than 12 rad/s are associated with a constant modulating factor of 2.0. The constant (C) defined the concavity of
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the function and was assumed to be 0.25 based on the excised mammalian muscle experiments reported by Close (1972). vFAc=



C-Vdl C-l/,+V



+c>-C,



for V20,



c . v, *(1 + C) VFAC = 2 -
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